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TX:  18.08.11 - Remploy
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Robinson
Tomorrow in Wakefield protestors will rally over plans to close 54 Remploy factories.  These factories employ more than 2,000 disabled people.  Our correspondent Damon Rose knows all about it.  Damon, what do these Remploy factories make?

Rose
Yeah I think people are pretty fascinated to know what happens in these sort of disability specific factories.  Everybody knows about the poppy factories, everyone knows poppies are made by disabled people.  But at the Remploy factories - what do they make?  They make everything from tables and chairs through to military protective clothing, car parts, they do a recycling business and also packaging for sweets like Haribo.

Robinson
Why are they going to close?

Rose
Well this is the thing - they aren't necessarily going to close, this is the thing that's in question at the moment.  The unions are rallying tomorrow in a kind of pre-emptive response.  What happened at the end of last year was that the government commissioned a report from Liz Sayce, who's the chief exec of the RADAR charity, it was a report into specialist disability employment services, of which probably the most popular - the most well know of those is Access to Work which provides money for taxis to work, interpreters for deaf people and equipment and helpers.  It's been suggested that the money that currently goes to Remploy factories should instead go to Access to Work, something like £2,600 goes on each employee for Access to Work whereas £25,000 per person is the average that is given to someone who is supported in work at the Remploy factory.

Robinson
So how has the workforce reacted then - they must be very unhappy?

Rose
Yeah I should just say that the disability charities have lined up to agree with Liz Sayce on this, they're all pretty - pretty pleased I think that she's come up with this response and Mencap and Mind are amongst some of those charities that have backed her in this.  And it's very much echoed what the disability movement really have been doing over the last 40 years - they have wanted to move away from segregated work and employment.  The workers, of course, aren't very happy - they are demoralised, they've seen their workforce diminish by about 50% in the last three years and they're completely lacking in confidence.  The GMB union has said that they support Access to Work but it's not actually real jobs - we're not talking about real jobs - like the kind of jobs that the people are currently working in, in the factories.

Robinson
Well Damon stay with us for a minute because Remploy may be fighting for its future but in Spain a similar sheltered employment programme is booming.  Carolyn Atkinson went to Santander in Northern Spain to see the work done by hundreds of disabled people in factories run by a charity called Amica.  Now it's won commercial contracts to run the area's recycling plants and it operates laundries servicing hotels, hospitals, ferry companies and restaurants.  Carolyn was shown around by their translator - Juan Maigues.

Maigues
They run nine laundries that clean sheets, towels, uniforms for hospitals, hotels, restaurants and others.  At this moment more than 22 tonnes every day in summer and 12 or 15 in the remaining months of the year.  More than 300 people, 90%, are disabled.

Atkinson
And then also they run this recycling factory which we're standing outside and they've won the contract from the council to do all the recycling for the city of Santander.

Maigues
The government of Santander make a contract to recycling the produce in the community and classify the recycling in plastic, metal, organic, inorganic and then sell to the other factories that take recycling and then sell to the factories that make another product.

Atkinson
How many tonnes of rubbish comes through this factory?

Maigues
Every day they deal with 12 tonnes of rubbish.  The quality of the production of this factory is better than the other factories in Spain that don't employ disabled people.  

This man has epilepsy and for him it's very difficult in the area of Santander that people with disabilities have some possibility of a contract.  

The most important is the economy and the independence to live by herself but before that work she have depression and with the work it was a life with colleagues, normal life, the depression finished and she enjoys her life in this moment.

Atkinson
So the government encourages employers to employ disabled people by reducing the amount of social security, what we call national insurance payments back to the government.  And explain how the staff here are paid and what they are paid.

Maigues
The minimum amount that is in Spain is more or less 700 euros, in Spain there are 12 payments and two payments more for eventualities.

Atkinson
That's the amazing thing we've just discovered here in Spain is that people get paid for 14 months a year not 12 and maybe that'll catch on in the UK.

Robinson
Carolyn Atkinson reporting on sheltered accommodation [sic] in Spain.  Damon Rose, you said it isn't a done deal that these Remploy factories here will definitely close but do you think they will?

Rose
Well the government say that they are attracted to giving money to Access to Work instead.  There's been some suggestions that some of the factories could set themselves up as social enterprises but the GMB union tells me that this is very unlikely to happen, disabled people don't tend to have that kind of money and it doesn't seem to be forthcoming from the government though we wait to see on that one.  The government are very keen to point out that no decisions have been made to close the factories just yet.  A consultation is underway, this closes on October 17th and you can be part of that consultation online.

Robinson
Damon Rose, thanks very much for coming on and Damon writes about disability for the BBC Ouch! Blog.



